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Abstract—Segment routing is an emerging technology to simplify traffic engineering implementation in WANs. It expresses
an end-to-end logical path as a sequence of segments, each
of which is represented by a middlepoint. In this paper, we
arguably conduct the first systematic study of traffic engineering
with segment routing in SDN based WANs. We first provide a
theoretical characterization of the problem. We show that for
general segment routing, where flows can take any path that
goes through a middlepoint, the resulting traffic engineering is
NP-hard. We then consider segment routing with shortest paths
only, and prove that the traffic engineering problem can now
be solved in (weakly) polynomial time when the number of
middlepoints per path is fixed and not part of the input. Our
results thus explain, for the first time, the underlying reason
why existing work only focuses on segment routing with shortest
paths. In the second part of the paper, we study practical
traffic engineering using shortest path based segment routing.
We note that existing methods work by taking each node as
a candidate middlepoint. This requires solving a large-scale
linear program which is prohibitively slow. We thus propose
to select just a few important nodes as middlepoints for all
traffic. We use node centrality concepts from graph theory,
notably group shortest path centrality, for middlepoint selection.
Our performance evaluation using realistic topologies and traffic
traces shows that a small percentage of the most central nodes
can achieve good results with orders of magnitude lower runtime.
Index Terms—Segment Routing, Traffic Engineering, Graph
Centrality, Software Defined Networking

I. I NTRODUCTION
Traffic engineering (TE) is an important task for network
operators to improve network efficiency and application performance. TE is commonly exercised in a wide range of
networks, from carrier networks [22], [28] to data center backbones [30], [31]. Increasingly, TE is implemented using SDN
(Software Defined Networking) given its flexibility. Notable
examples include Google’s B4 [31] and Microsoft’s SWAN
[30].
Implementing TE in the data plane requires a large number
of flow table entries on switches. This is because each switch
on the path needs to have an entry for a demand, i.e. ingressegress switch pair, to forward its traffic to the next hop, and for
a large-scale network there can be many demands. Commodity
switches, on the other hand, have very limited capacity for
flow entries (usually 1-2 thousands of entries [9], [35]) due
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to the expensive TCAM (Ternary Content Aware Memory)
hardware needed [8], [9], [40]. The use of wildcarding could
reduce the number of flow entries, but it is often undesirable
as it reduces the ability to implement demand-level policies
and monitoring. Therefore it has become a major challenge to
practically implement TE on commodity SDN switches.
Segment routing [18]–[20] is a recently proposed routing
architecture to tackle this challenge. Its key idea is to perform
routing based on a sequence of logical segments formed by
some middlepoints between the ingress and egress nodes. A
segment is the logical pipe between two middlepoints that may
include multiple physical paths spanning multiple hops, and
ECMP is used to load balance traffic among these paths. Now
with segment routing instead of end-to-end paths, intermediate
switches only need to know how to reach middlepoints in
order to forward packets. They no longer need to maintain perdemand routing information which scales quadratically with
the number of nodes. Thus segment routing has the potential
to greatly reduce the overhead and cost of TE [5], [28].
Segment routing has been explored with TE in some existing
work. For example Bhatia et al. [5] apply 2-segment routing
to TE, where any logical path contains only one middlepoint
and thus two segments. Hartert et al. [28] propose some
heuristics to solve various TE problems with segment routing.
There lacks a thorough exploration and understanding of
applying segment routing to TE, particularly the hardness of
the resulting TE problem, and the development of practical
TE algorithms with segment routing.
In this paper, we conduct arguably the first systematic study
of TE with segment routing in SDN based WANs. We first
focus on the theoretical aspects of TE with segment routing.
We consider two common types of TE: T EM F that maximizes
total throughput based on multi-commodity flow, and T ELU
that minimizes the maximum link utilization. T EM F is mostly
for data center backbone WANs [30], [31], and T ELU mostly
for carrier networks [22], [28].
We provide new hardness results for TE with segment routing in directed networks. With general segment routing where
traffic can take any path that goes through a middlepoint,
we prove that it is NP-hard to decide if the maximum flow
through just one given middlepoint is greater than 0 (§IV).
Thus T EM F is NP-hard. Due to the connection between the
decision version of maximum flow and T ELU , this also proves
that T ELU given a single fixed middlepoint is NP-hard. We
then study a restricted form of segment routing that uses only
shortest paths between two segments in §V, and prove that
both TE problems now can be solved in (weakly) polynomial
time as an LP when the number of middlepoints per path
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is fixed and not part of the input. Our results thus provide
a theoretical foundation for existing work that focuses on
shortest path based segment routing [5], [28]. Interestingly,
imposing acyclic end-to-end paths renders TE NP-hard.
Given our theoretical results, we next focus on the practical
problem of how to choose a small but representative set of
middlepoints in order to solve TE with shortest path based
segment routing (§VI). Existing approaches [5] assume that
for each demand, every node in the network is potentially
a middlepoint candidate, and formulate it as part of the TE
problem. This causes the TE to be of a very large scale, which
makes it computationally expensive to solve for practical
purposes. As we show in §VII-C, it cannot be solved by the
ECOS solver [11] after three hours on a medium topology
with 100 nodes and 1500 commodity flows, while in practice
TE often needs to be re-computed at the granularity of 10
minutes [28], [30], [31], [37].
Thus we propose to apply the centrality concept from graph
theory and network analysis [42] to select a few middlepoints
to route all traffic in the network. Centrality was first developed
in social network analysis [6], [24] to determine the most
influential nodes in a social graph. In the context of routing,
centrality can be naturally viewed in terms of the node
importance when routing the demands along the admissible
paths. We explore several centrality definitions based on the
network topology only, such as shortest-path, group shortestpath, and degree centralities, and apply them to middlepoint
selection in networks. We also introduce weighted variants that
additionally take into account the link capacities.
We conduct comprehensive performance evaluation of centrality based middlepoint selection using real topologies and
traffic traces. Our results demonstrate that only a small
percentage of around 2.5%–7% of the most central nodes
can achieve good TE performance with orders of magnitude
lower runtime. Using centrality based middlepoint selection
methods, one can solve TE problems with up to 3000 flows
on a 161-node topology in less than 3 minutes. We also
observe that group shortest-path consistently outperforms other
centralities for middlepoint selection, and may be used as the
sole solution in practice for simplicity.
Finally, we comment that our work is of independent theoretical interest for two reasons. First, our theoretical analysis
for T EM F can be used to prove that the flow centralities,
first introduced in 1991 by Freeman, Borgatti, and White [23],
are NP-hard to compute in directed graphs, thus restricting
their practical applicability. Second, we show a profound
dichotomy between directed and undirected networks: TE and
flow centralities are NP-hard to compute in the former, but they
are (at least) weakly polynomial in the latter. These results are
included in Appendices at the end.
II. A P RIMER ON S EGMENT ROUTING
We start by introducing segment routing and the benefit of
applying it to TE. We next explain related work on segment
routing.
Segment routing [18]–[20] is a recently proposed architecture based on source routing that facilitates packet forwarding

via a series of segments. It can be directly applied to MPLS
and IPv6. The key idea is that the ingress switch can break
up the end-to-end logical path into segments, and specify this
logical path as a series of middlepoints to traverse. Figure 1
illustrates an example of segment routing. The ingress switch S
embeds a stack of segment labels (MPLS labels for example)
into the packet header to specify the entire path. Note here
each label just represents a middlepoint in the network, i.e. we
consider node segments here [18]–[20]. The top label is the
active label that instructs packet forwarding. Then the packet
is sent to the next label M1 along the shortest path(s). ECMP
is used if there are multiple shortest paths. When the packet
reaches M1 , the top label M1 is popped and the packet is
routed to the next label M2 . Finally, all the labels are popped
and the packet arrives at the egress switch D.
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Fig. 1. A segment routing example from S to D through middlepoints M1
and M2 .

One key advantage of segment routing is that it can greatly
reduce routing cost in terms of number of flow table entries
required. To see this, consider the next example shown in
Figure 2. Three demands1 , which refer to the aggregated
flows between a unique ingress-egress switch pair, are routed
through three paths P1, P2, and P3 to their respective destinations. With tunnel-based forwarding in SDN [30], [31],
each intermediate switch needs to store flow entries for each
demand, and in total 12 entries are needed as shown in
Table II. Now if segment routing is applied with node E as the
middlepoint, the three paths can be represented using just two
labels each as in Figure 2, and switches C and D only need
to have one entry in order to forward to the middlepoint E.
The total number of entries is reduced to only 8, with 33.3%
saving.
A
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Fig. 2. An example where segment routing saves flow table entries.

Given the potential of segment routing, some recent work
has started to investigate how to apply it in TE. In [5], the
authors propose solutions for determining the optimal TE with
segment routing and ECMP. In their scheme, they regard all
nodes except for the source and the destination as candidate
middlepoints, and split flows across exactly one middlepoint.
Although they limit the number of middlepoints to one for
each logical path, since they consider all the intermediate
1 When it is clear from the context, we use the terms commodities, demands,
and flows interchangeably.
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Node
A
B
C
D
E

w.o. segment routing
2
1
3
3
3

w. segment routing
2
1
1
1
3

TABLE I
N UMBER OF FLOW TABLE ENTRIES FOR THE EXAMPLE IN F IG . 2.

nodes for one demand, the search space for middlepoints is
very large. The algorithm thus cannot scale to handle medium
to large scale networks. Hartert et al. [27], [28] studied a
similar TE problem with segment routing under a constraint
programming framework. Their middlepoint selection method
also takes every node as a potential candidate on a per-demand
basis, and they have to resort to heuristics to reduce the run
time of the algorithm.
The exploration of segment routing in TE has been ad-hoc
so far. Existing work uses heuristics [28] or some special for
of segment routing [5] without theoretical justification. We
are thus motivated to conduct a systematic study of segment
routing in TE, including the theoretical characterization of
the hardness results of various forms of segment routing, and
practical algorithms of solving the problems.
Given our focus on TE, in the next section we review
the two common types of TE formulations. We subsequently
reveal an interesting connection between them, which we
utilize later in the proof of several hardness results.
III. BACKGROUND ON T RAFFIC E NGINEERING
In our work, we focus on two common types of traffic
engineering, depending on the objective criterion. The first
type maximizes the total throughput subject to the capacity
and maximum demand constraints. Since it can be formulated
as a maximum flow problem, we call it T EM F . The second
type minimizes the maximum link utilization, which acts as
the system bottleneck. For this reason, we call it T ELU .
A. Preliminaries
Assume a directed graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of
nodes and E the set of directed edges. Given a node v ∈ V ,
v + denotes the set of outgoing edges of node v, i.e., the subset
of edges in E of the form (v, u), u ∈ V . Similarly, the set
v − denotes the set of incoming edges of v of the form (u, v),
u ∈ N . The out-degree of v is defined as the cardinality |v + |,
whereas the in-degree is defined as the cardinality |v − |.
A flow network G = (V, E, c) is defined as a directed graph
G = (V, E), together with a non-negative function c : V ×
V → R≥0 that assigns to each edge e ∈ E a non-negative
capacity c(e). If (u, v) 6∈ E, then we define c(u, v) = 0.
A walk in a directed graph is an alternating sequence of
vertices and edges, v0 , e0 , v1 , . . . , vk−1 , ek−1 , vk , which
begins and ends with vertices and has the property that each
ei is an edge from vi to vi+1 . A path is a walk where all
edges are distinct. A simple path is a path where all vertices
are distinct. The term u-v path (resp., simple path) refers to
any valid path (resp., simple path) from u to v.
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In flow networks, we usually distinguish between singlecommodity and multi-commodity flows. For single-commodity
flow, we consider a single commodity that consists of a source
s ∈ V and a sink t ∈ V , where s 6= t. For multi-commodity
flows, we assume L commodities of the form (si , ti ), where
si , ti ∈ V, si 6= ti . Each commodity i is associated with a
non-negative demand Di ≥ 0. For convenience, we also use
the notation s = (s1 , . . . , sL ) and t = (t1 , . . . , tL ), and write
(s, t) to denote the corresponding multi-commodity network.

B. TE Type 1: T EM F
Let Pi be the set of all si -ti paths, and Pi,e the set of all
si -ti paths that go through edge e. Then the maximum multicommodity flow program can be expressed by the following
path-based formulation:

maximize

ν=

L X
X

fi (p)

(1)

i=1 p∈Pi

subject to

L
X
X

fi (p) ≤ c(e), ∀e ∈ E

(2)

i=1 p∈Pi,e

X

fi (p) ≤ Di

(3)

p∈Pi

fi (p) ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , L}, ∀p ∈ Pi

(4)

The commodity flow i along path p ∈ Pi is fi (p). Constraint
(2) is a capacity constraint that the sum of all sub-flows on any
edge cannot exceed the edge capacity. Constraint (3) simply
describes the maximum demand Di for commodity i. Finally,
constraint (4) simply imposes that the flow should be nonnegative. For any valid flow f , the value of a flow ν(f ) is
defined as the total sum of units that all sub-flows fi send.
The maximum flow is then simply defined as νmax . T EM F is
mostly used in data center backbone WANs [30], [31], where
traffic is elastic and the main objective is to fully utilize the
expansive WAN links.
Note that even though the single-commodity maximum
flow accepts various combinatorial algorithms [3], e.g., FordFulkerson or Edmonds-Karp, there is to date no combinatorial algorithm for the maximum multi-commodity flow even
though the problem is known to be strongly polynomial due
to Tardos [46]. Furthermore, even though single-commodity
networks always accept an integer maximum flow, this is not
always the case with multi-commodity networks; in fact, the
decision problem of integral multi-commodity flow is NPcomplete even if the number of commodities is two, for both
the directed and undirected cases [14].

C. TE Type 2: T ELU
T ELU is mostly used in carrier networks [22], [28], where
traffic demands are given and inelastic, and the main objective
thus is to control the congestion or link utilization in order to
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ensure the smooth operation of the network. The general form
for this type of TE is:
minimize

θ
L
X

subject to

(5)
X

fi (p) ≤ θ · c(e), ∀e ∈ E

(6)

i=1 p∈Pi,e

X

fi (p) ≥ Di

(7)

p∈Pi

fi (p) ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , L}, ∀p ∈ Pi

(8)

The variable θ in the objective function (5) refers to the
maximum link utilization, which must be minimized. Constraint (6) ensures that θ will be at least as large as the
maximum link utilization; constraint (7) ensures that each
demand is satisfied; and the last constraint (8) is similar to
T EM F in Section III-B.
D. An Interesting Connection
Having introduced the two types of TE, a natural question
is to ask whether they are related. To answer this question,
we introduce the following decision version of the maximum
multi-commodity flow problem.
Definition 1. [Decision version of maximum flow (DMF)]
Given a flow network G = (V, E, c) with a set of L commodities (s, t), each associated with a non-negative maximum demand Di ≥ 0, decide whether the maximum multi-commodity
L
P
flow has a value of at least
Di .
i=1

Note that is the answer to the decision problem DMF is
a “yes”, then by constraint (3) the maximum flow has to be
L
P
exactly equal to
Di . If the answer is no, then the maximum
i=1

flow is strictly less than

L
P

Di .

i=1

We are now ready to establish the following result that
reveals the relationship between the two types of TE:
Lemma 1. DMF accepts a “yes” answer, if and only if the
system (5)–(8) for T ELU accepts a solution θ∗ ≤ 1.
Proof. Assume that DMF accepts a “yes” answer. Then there
is a flow that respects constraints (2)–(4). That flow will then
trivially satisfy constraints (2)–(4) with θ = 1. Since the
objective criterion of T ELU minimizes over θ, the optimal
solution to the TE program (5)–(8) will accept an optimal
solution θ∗ ≤ 1.
For the reverse direction, assume that the system (5)–(8)
accepts a solution θ∗ ≤ 1. Then constraint (6) implies that
the capacity constraints are satisfied for each edge, thus the
corresponding flow is a valid flow for system (1)–(4) with
L
P
value
Di . The maximum flow has then trivially a value of
i=1
L
P

at least

Di .

i=1

Lemma 1 shows that solving T ELU immediately generates
a “yes” or “no” answer to the DMF. Thus, the TE naturally

encompasses the general DMF problem of Definition 1. This
also suggests that hardness results on the DMF (Proposition 1)
immediately imply hardness for T ELU . We describe this in
more detail in the next section.
To conclude this section, notice that even though we assumed a directed network throughout Section III, it is possible
to extend the definitions to undirected graphs as well. The
main difference is that an undirected edge is associated with a
capacity, and flow can travel in both directions of a link, under
the constraint that the sum of the flow value in the two edge
directions does not exceed the capacity. Despite the innocuous
difference, our analysis in Appendix B uncovers a profound
dichotomy between the two cases with regard to maximum
flow.
IV. H ARDNESS OF G ENERAL S EGMENT ROUTING
In this section, we present the first part of our theoretical
investigation. We study the general form of applying segment
routing to TE, where traffic can take any path that goes through
a middlepoint. We prove an important new result that it is NPhard to decide if the maximum flow through just one given
middlepoint is greater than 0. Due to the connection between
the decision version of maximum flow and T ELU , this also
means that T ELU given a single fixed middlepoint is already
NP-hard. This then motivates us to consider using segment
routing with shortest paths only in the next section.
A. Hardness of T EM F
The maximum multi-commodity flow fmax with value νmax
refers to the total flow over all possible paths that each
commodity accepts. Assume instead that we focus on the
maximum flow that can go through a specific network node,
e.g., w 6= s, t. Let Piw be the set of all si -w-ti paths (i.e. si -ti
w
paths that go through w), and Pi,e
the set of all si -w-ti paths
that also go through edge e. The path-based formulation then
is:
maximize

νw =

L X
X

fi (p)

i=1 p∈Piw

subject to

L
X
X

fi (p) ≤ c(e), ∀e ∈ E

w
i=1 p∈Pi,e

fi (p) ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , L}, ∀p ∈ Piw
We denote the maximum flow through any node w as the
w
w
maximum w-flow fmax
and denote its value by νmax
. Alternatively, we use the notation s-w-t flow for single-commodity
networks (or s-w-t for multi-commodity networks). Similarly,
w
for single-commodity flows we also write νmax
(s, t) (or
w
νmax (s, t) for multi-commodity networks) for the value of
the maximum w-flow.
Note that in the single-commodity case we always assume
that w 6= s, t, even if not explicitly stated. Indeed, if either
w
w = s or w = t then νmax = νmax
. In this case, the problem
is strongly polynomial and accepts combinatorial algorithms
such as the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm.
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A central result in graph theory that we will be using
throughout the paper is the two node-disjoint path (2DP)
problem due to Fortune, Hopcroft and Wyllie [21].
Theorem 1 (NP-hardness of 2DP [21]). Assume a directed
graph G = (V, E) and four distinct vertices u1 , u2 , v1 , v2 ∈
V . It is NP-hard to decide whether there are two node-disjoint
paths in G from u1 to u2 and from v1 to v2 .
We are now ready to provide two lemmas.
Lemma 2. Computing whether there is a simple s-w-t path in
a directed graph G = (V, E), where w, s, t ∈ V and w 6= s, t,
is NP-hard.
Proof. Finding whether there is a simple s-t path that goes
through a node w is equivalent to determining whether there
are two node-disjoint paths from s to w and from w to t
(excluding of course node w). We prove that the latter problem
is NP-hard by a reduction from the NP-hard 2DP problem.
Assume a directed graph G = (V, E) and nodes u1 , u2 ,v1 ,v2
∈ V . We introduce a new node w and create the new edges
e1 = (u2 , w) and e2 = (w, v1 ). We now argue that there are
two node-disjoint paths from u1 to u2 and from v1 to v2 , if
and only if there is a simple u1 -w-v2 path.
Indeed, if the former condition is satisfied, then we can
know for sure that the path from u1 to u2 cannot go through
node w through edge e1 since otherwise that path would also
have to use node v1 after w since u2 is the end node. Similarly
we can argue that the path from v1 to v2 cannot go through
node w through edge e2 . But then we can form a new path
from u1 to v2 by concatenating the path u1 to u2 , edge e1 ,
edge e2 , and finally the path from v1 to v2 . This path does
not repeat any node since the node disjoint paths from u1 to
u2 and from v1 to v2 do not contain w, hence it is a simple
path. For the reverse direction, we just note that if there exists
a simple u1 -w-v2 path, then this path will necessarily contain
edges e1 and e2 . By removing these two edges, we get two
node-disjoint paths, one from u1 to u2 and another from v1
to v2 , since the u1 -w-v2 path is simple.
Lemma 3. Computing whether there is a s-w-t path in a
directed graph G = (V, E), where w, s, t ∈ V and w 6= s, t,
is NP-hard.
Proof. Finding whether there is a s-t path that goes through
a node w is equivalent to determining whether there are two
edge-disjoint paths from s to w and from w to t. We now
argue that the latter problem is NP-hard by a reduction from
the 2DP problem.
Indeed, assume any graph G = (V, E), and three distinct
nodes s, t, w ∈ V . We construct a new graph G0 = (V 0 , E 0 )
from G = (V, E) in the following manner. For each node
v ∈ V we introduce two nodes vin , vout ∈ V 0 . For each edge
e = (u, v) ∈ E, we introduce an edge e0 = (uout , vin ) ∈ E 0 .
Moreover, E 0 contains an edge e0 = (vin , vout ) connecting
each pair of nodes vin , vout in G0 that we constructed above.
We now make the statement that there are two edge-disjoint
paths in graph G0 from sout to win and from wout to t, if and
only if there are two node-disjoint paths in G from s to w and
from w to t.
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Indeed, consider first any two node-disjoint paths in G,
namely, s, u1 , . . . , ul , w and w, v1 , . . . , vm , t, where all intermediate nodes ui and vj are distinct. Then it is easy to see
that the paths sout , u1,in , u1,out , . . . , ul,in , ul,out , win and
wout , v1,in , v1,out , . . . , vm,in , vm,out , tin in G0 are : (1) valid
since they use existing edges in G0 , and (2) edge-disjoint since
the set of nodes on the first path is disjoint to the set of nodes
in the second. For the reverse direction, consider two edgedisjoint paths in G0 from sout to win and from wout to t. We
then argue that these paths necessarily have the above form
sout , u1,in , u1,out , . . . , ul,in , ul,out , win and wout , v1,in ,
v1,out , . . . , vm,in , vm,out , tin . The reason is that any pair of
nodes (vin , vout ) can only be reached from other nodes in V 0
via vin and can only reach other nodes in V 0 via vout . So, a
path will necessarily consist of consecutive pairs of nodes of
the form (vin , vout ) (with the exception of the two endpoints).
Furthermore, any such pair (vin , vout ) can (1) appear at most
once on either path, and (2) cannot appear on both paths. The
reason is that going from vin to vout requires edge vin , vout ,
but the two paths are edge-disjoint. But then it holds that the
paths s, u1 , . . . , ul , w and w, v1 , . . . , vm , t in G are both valid
and node-disjoint. This completes the proof.
We next provide definitions and results for the maximum
w-flow that are reminiscent of results in traditional singlecommodity maximum flow. One significant difference is that
the cut is now defined as a collection of edges rather than a
collection of nodes. We focus first on the s-w-t flow in singlecommodity networks.
Definition 2. A s-w-t edge-cut is a subset of edges C w ⊆ E
such that removing the edges in C w from the graph results
in no s-w-t paths, i.e., there are no s-w-t paths in the graph
G0 = (V, E − C w ). The value c(C w ) of the edge-cut is defined
as the sum of the capacities of all edges in C w .
Lemma 4. Let f w be any s-w-t flow, and C w any s-w-t cut.
Then ν w (f w ) ≤ c(C w ).
Proof. First, note that the flow f w is the sum of individual
flows, each going through a distinct s-w-t path p. Each of
these individual flows must go through at least some edge in
e ∈ C w , otherwise there would be a s-w-t path in the graph
G0 = (V, E − E 0 ). So, let Fe be the set of flows that go
through e. Then we have:
X
X
ν w (Fe ) ≤
c(e) ⇔
e∈C w

X

e∈C w
w

ν (Fe ) ≤ c(C w ) ⇔

e∈C w

ν w (f w ) ≤ c(C w )

(9)

Note that e∈C w ν w (Fe ) ≤ ν w (f ), since we argued that the
path for each individual flow must go through at least one
edge in C w .
P

Lemma 5. Given a flow network G = (V, E, c) and three
distinct nodes s, w, t, the maximum value of any s-w-t flow is
equal to the minimum capacity of any s-w-t edge-cut.
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Proof. Consider a variation of the well-known Ford-Fulkerson algorithm for (single-commodity) maximum flow [43],
where at each round the algorithm picks a s-w-t path rather
than just a s-t path. The augmenting s-w-t path algorithm
terminates, if and only if there is an s-w-t edge-cut in the
graph where each edge e ∈ C w is saturated. Next, note that
the total flow comprised of all individual path flows must be
at least as large as the capacity of that edge-cut. But since by
Lemma 4 the value of any flow can be at most as large as
the value of any s-w-t edge-cut, it must necessarily hold that
the flow that the augmenting path algorithm returns is maximal
and equal to the capacity of the minimum s-w-t edge-cut.
Corollary 1. For integral capacities, there is a maximum sw-t flow that is integral.
Proof. Note that by Lemma 5 the augmenting s-w-t path
algorithm returns a maximal flow and, furthermore, at each
step the flow on any edge is integral. Thus, there must be a
maximal flow whose value on any edge is integral.
We are now ready to prove that the decision problem of
whether the maximum flow through any specific node is
greater than 0 is NP-hard under integral demands.
Proposition 1. Given a multi-commodity flow network G =
w
(V, E, c), it is NP-hard to even decide whether νmax
(s, t) > 0.
Proof. We show that even the single-commodity version of
our problem is NP-hard. Since the single-commodity case can
be seen as a special case of the multi-commodity problem, our
result immediately implies hardness for the multi-commodity
maximum flow as well. Our strategy will be to reduce the s-wt path problem in Lemma 3 to the single-commodity maximum
flow problem with integral demands.
Indeed, consider a directed graph G = (V, E) and three
distinct nodes s, t, w ∈ V . We construct a flow-network G0
from G in the following manner. We consider one commodity
from s to t, and we further assume that each edge e ∈ E has
a capacity of 1. We then argue that there is a path from s to
t through w, if and only if the maximum flow through w in
G0 is greater than 0.
First, assume there is a path p = (s, e1 , . . . , em , t), so that
every edge ei in the path appears only once and node w
appears in the path. It is then possible to send one unit of
flow from s to t, given the unit capacities. Thus, the maximum
multi-commodity flow will be at least 1, and thus for sure
greater than 0. For the reverse direction, assume there is a
maximum flow greater than 0 in G0 . Since we only have one
commodity, it follows that there has to be a maximum flow
where the flow value on every edge is integral. Moreover, note
that each edge can be used at most once in that flow due to its
unit capacity. Now, consider any path p(s,w) that carries flow
from s to w, and any path p(w,d) that carries flow from w to
d. Since each edge is used at most once, this means that the
path p(s,w) ∪ p(w,d) has the properties: (1) it goes from s to
d through w, and (2) it visits any edge at most once. Thus,
there must be a path from s to t through w.
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Corollary 2. Given a flow network G = (V, E, c) with a
single commodity (s, t) and a node w ∈ V , it is NP-hard to
compute the minimum s-w-t cut C w .
Proof. We can show that even for single commodity-networks
the problem is NP-hard. Indeed, by Lemma 5 we know that
the maximum value of any s-w-t flow is equal to the minimum
capacity of any s-w-t edge-cut. But since by Proposition 1 it is
NP-hard to compute the maximum s-w-t flow, it must also be
NP-hard to compute the value of the minimum s-w-t cut.
Perhaps unexpectedly, the above hardness results do not
hold when the underlying graph is undirected. Appendix B
discusses this dichotomy in detail.
B. Hardness of T ELU
For the flow network G with the L commodities, we define
the T ELU in the following manner:
min
subject to

θ
L
X

(10)
X

fi (p) ≤ θ · c(e), ∀e ∈ E

(11)

fi (p) ≥ 0

(12)

w
i=1 p∈Pi,e

L X
X
i=1 p∈Piw

fi (p) ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , L}, ∀p ∈ Piw

(13)

Lemma 1 shows that solving the T ELU immediately generates a “yes” or “no” answer to the corresponding DMF. Thus,
the hardness results on the DMF (Proposition 1) immediately
imply hardness for the corresponding TE:
Corollary 3. It is NP-hard to solve the T ELU (10)–(13).
V. S EGMENT ROUTING WITH S HORTEST PATHS
Given the NP-hardness of applying general segment routing
in TE, here we consider TE with shortest path based segment
routing. That is, now traffic is routed only along the shortest
paths for a given segment. In this sense, our results provide
for the first time theoretical foundation for existing work that
focuses on shortest path based segment routing [5], [28].
A. Network model and TE
Assume there are in total K middle points available. Each
end-to-end path can use up to M ≤ K of these middle
points. For a segment s ∈ S between an ingress node and
a middlepoint, two middlepoints, or a middlepoint and an
egress node, there are multiple paths in general. We assume,
for simplicity, that routing is done by ECMP over all shortest
paths of a segment. This is consistent with prior work [5]. We
use Ti to denote the complete set of logical tunnels formed by
segments in S that can be used for commodity i, with up to M
middle points. A tunnel involves only ingress/egress switch,
and the intermediate middlepoints. This can be constructed
offline efficiently.
Let Gt,s denote if a tunnel t uses segment s or not, and Ip,e
denote if path p uses link e or not. Furthermore, let P̂s be the
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set of all shortest paths for segment s, and fi (t) represent the
flow in tunnel t for commodity i. The split ratio xi,t for i on
tunnel t is defined as the ratio xi,t = P fi (t)fi (t) .
t∈Ti

The T ELU problem with segment routing can be formulated similar to Section III-C, where the set of paths Pi for
commodity i is now replaced by the set of logical tunnels Ti :
min
s.t.

θ
L
X

X X X

i=1 t∈Ti s∈St p∈P̂s

(14)
fi (t)

Ip,e
|P̂s |

≤ θ · c(e), ∀e ∈ E,

0 ≤ fi (t), ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , L}, t ∈ Ti ,
X
fi (t) ≥ Di , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , L}.

(15)
(16)
(17)

t∈Ti

The capacity constraint (15) indicates that the total traffic
routed to link e from across all flows, tunnels, segments, and
shortest paths, cannot exceed θ times the link capacity. Since
ECMP is used for routing within any segment s, each shortest
path p of segment s receives flow equal to fi (t)/|P̂s |.
Regarding the TE asymptotic complexity, we have the
following result when M is fixed and not part of the input:
Proposition 2. For fixed M with respect to the input graph
G, the T ELU problem described by Equations (14)-(17) can
be solved in (weakly) polynomial time.
Proof. The number of commodities L cannot exceed |V | ·
(|V | − 1), and the number
tunnels
per commodity i
 |Ti | of K

is upper bounded by K
+
·
·
·
+
,
where
K ≤ |V |. For
0
M
fixed M w.r.t. the input graph G, |Ti | has polynomial size
w.r.t the graph. Finally, the number St of segments per tunnel
cannot exceed K + 1 ≤ |V | + 1, since a tunnel
can use at
P
I
most all K middlepoints. For the inner sum p∈P̂s |P̂p,e| , note
s
that it basically denotes the percentage of shortest paths for
segment s that use link e. However, this can be computed in
polynomial time, e.g. by using the techniques in [7].
Thus, we have proved that for fixed M , the LP has a
polynomial number of variables, and a polynomial number of
constraints whose coefficients can be computed in polynomial
time. The proposition then immediately follows by standard
results in linear programming [33], [34].

Given that the T EM F formulation is very similar, we
can similarly prove that is can also be solved in (weakly)
polynomial time for segment routing with shortest paths.
Finally, we observe that the TE problem is naturally related
to the shortest path centrality
that we discussed in Section VI.
P
I
Indeed, the inner part p∈P̂s |P̂p,e| of constraint (15) precisely
s
describes the percentage of shortest paths for segment s that
use a specific edge, and note that we do that for all possible
segments. Even though shortest path centrality refers to a
node rather than an edge and equally takes into account
all possible source-destination pairs, constraint (15) reveals
interesting connections between the popular centrality metric
and the segment routing problem.

7

B. Hardness of Acyclic Segment Routing
So far, we have focused on segment routing where routing
on a segment is based on ECMP. One challenge is that
this generally produces source destination paths with edge
repetitions, i.e., walks. Even in the case of just one middle
point per path, it is possible that a (simple) shortest path from
the source s to a middle point M shares an edge e with a
shortest path from M to the destination d. So, even though
the paths for any given segment are simple, the resulting s-d
path may not even be a path. This may reduce the performance
of segment routing, because it increases the link load on the
reused edges and may lead to higher link utilization.
In that case a natural question arises: what if we consider
segment routing with shortest paths for segments, under the
condition that the resulting walk from the source to the
destination is a path or even a simple path? As our subsequent
analysis shows, traffic engineering will become NP-hard, even
for just one commodity. To prove this fact, we first introduce
the following fundamental result due to Eilam-Tzoreff [12].
Theorem 2 (NP-hardness of kDSP [12]). Given a graph G =
(V, E) and k pairs of distinct vertices (ui , vi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
the kDSP problem of computing k pairwise disjoint shortest
paths Pi between ui and vi is NP-complete, when k is part of
the input. This result holds for all four versions of the kDSP
problem, namely, node or edge-disjoint paths for directed or
undirected graphs.
Proposition 3. The T EM F and T ELU problems in a directed
or undirected graph with K middle points (1) using only
shortest path segment routing and (2) only allowing paths
or simple paths from a source to a destination, are NP-hard,
even for just one commodity, when K is part of the input.
Proof sketch. We can show the statement by making similar
arguments as for general segment routing TE in Section IV.
For T EM F , the idea is to first show that we can solve
kDSP if and only if we can solve the corresponding T EM F
formulation.
Indeed, assume a directed or undirected graph G = (V, E),
two distinct nodes s, t in V , and K distinct nodes s 6= Mi 6= t
in V , 1 ≤ i ≤ K. Consider we do segment routing from s to
t using nodes Mi as our K middle points. We will show that
the the T EM F problem is NP-hard by a reduction from the
kDSP problem.
Concretely, assume for instance the kDSP node-disjoint
problem in Theorem 2. We construct a new graph G0 as
follows. For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ K − 1, we introduce a new
node Mi along with the two (directed or undirected) edges
eiin = (vi , Mi ) and eiout = (Mi , ui+1 ). Moreover, we associate
each edge in G0 with a positive capacity, and we assume the
single commodity (s, t) = (u1 , vK ) with a positive demand
D > 0. We now argue that there are K node-disjoint shortest
paths between ui and vi , if and only if T EM F ) with the single
commodity (s, t) and the K −1 middle points M1 , . . . , MK−1
accepts a positive solution (maximum flow).
But this can be proven using very similar techniques as in
Section V-B. The only difference is that the minimum edge
cut in this case corresponds to the minimum sum of edge
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capacities whose removal results in no path (or simple path)
using shortest paths from the source to the destination through
the middle points.
Finally, NP-hardness for T ELU then follows immediately
by Lemma 1, in a similar spirit as Corollary 3.
Interestingly, Proposition 3 is general and holds for both
directed and undirected graphs. We emphasize however that
it assumes that the number of middle points K is part of the
input. For k = 2, [12] provides a polynomial algorithm for
the undirected case of kDSP, whereas the complexity for the
directed case when k = 2 remains open.

VI. C ENTRALITY BASED M IDDLEPOINT S ELECTION
The previous sections investigated the fundamentals of segment routing, and showed that the TE for unrestricted segment
routing is NP-hard. On the other hand, Proposition 2 suggests
that if we only allow a fixed number M of middlepoints per
path, then TE with shortest paths is (weakly) polynomially
computable.
One approach would then be to consider all nodes as
candidate middlepoints, i.e. K = |V |. However, that results in
very large TE programs that are costly to solve. An alternative
is to just consider a small number of middlepoints such that
K  |V |, that would still produce good output for the TE.
Given that this is generally NP-hard [28], in this section we
discuss practical middlepoint selection based on alternative
centrality measures with polynomial complexity. Note that
these centralities are structural metrics that look at the graph
structure, i.e., the connections among the various nodes. However, they generally do not take into account the flow network
and its flow conservation and capacity constraints, which was
the case with the NP-hard flow centralities in Appendix A.
Shortest-path centrality. We start with shortest-path centrality, which characterizes the power of a node in terms of
the number of shortest paths that go through that node for a
randomly picked source-destination pair. Concretely, assume
a directed graph G = (V, E). The shortest-path betweenness
centrality of a node v ∈ V [24] is defined as:
X
σst (v)
δ(v) =
,
(18)
σst

tweenness centrality of a group of nodes C ⊆ V refers to the
combined centrality of the group [15]. It is defined as:
X
σst (C)
,
(19)
δG (C)(v) =
σst
s,t∈V |s6=v6=t

where σst (C) the number of shortest paths that go through
any node in C. Group betweenness centrality can be approximated within a factor 1 − 1e to the optimal using a greedy
incremental algorithm [10]. Brandes’ algorithm for computing
the betweenness centrality of all vertices can be modified to
compute the group betweenness centrality of one group of
nodes with the same asymptotic running time [44].
Degree centrality. A simple alternative to the family of
shortest path centralities is degree centrality. The degree
centrality of a node v ∈ V is defined as the average of its
in-degree and its out-degree:
|v + | + |v − |
(20)
2
Degree centrality captures a node’s power by its number of
neighbors; the higher that number, the better connected the
node and the larger its centrality. Despite its simplicity, degree
centrality can capture to a good extent a node’s structural
importance.
Weighted centralities. All aforementioned centralities only
employ the graph connectivity information, and treat all links
equally. However, in practice links are further characterized
by their capacity. We can thus define variants of the previous
centralities that additionally take into account the link capacity
information. A simple approach is to associate each edge with
1
the non-negative cost c(e)
. This is based on the observation
that the higher the capacity, the lower the cost of the link since
it can accommodate larger flows. The shortest path centrality
variants are simple to define, if we note that the cost of a
path is the sum of the costs of its constituent links, and
the shortest path refers to the path with the minimum cost
among all paths. In a similar spirit, we can define the weighted
degree of any node as the sum of the costs of the edges
that are incident to the node. Intuitively, we expect that the
weighted variants should perform better since they take into
account both the connectivity and the capacity information.
Section VII-E empirically confirms our intuition.
d(v) =

VII. E VALUATION

s,t∈V |s6=v6=t

where σst (v) is the number of shortest paths from s to
t that go through v, and σst the total number of shortest
paths from s to t. Calculating the shortest path centrality of
3
2
all vertices in a graph requires Θ(|V | ) time and Θ(|V | )
space. This can be achieved by augmenting the Floyd-Warshall
algorithm for the all-pairs shortest-paths problem with path
counting. Brande’s algorithm improves these bounds by only
using O(|V | + |E|) space and running in O(|V | + |E|) and
2
O(|V | · |E| + |V | log |V |) time on unweighted and weighted
networks, respectively [7].
Group shortest-path centrality. As opposed to the aforementioned individual centrality, the group shortest-path be-

In this section, we conduct trace-driven simulations to
evaluate the performance of centrality based middlepoint selection methods. The experiments are designed to answer the
following important questions:
•

•
•

What is the best parameter setting for centrality based
middlepoint selection? Specially, how many middlepoints
per commodity, and how many middlepoints in total
should we use?
How does our centrality based approach compare to existing work, in terms of both performance and complexity?
How do various centrality definitions perform against
each other?
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Type
Synthetic
Real

ID
synth100
rf3257

# nodes
100
161

# links
572
656

# flows
9817
25486

TABLE II
DATASET S UMMARY.

We perform simulations on servers each with a 2.2 GHz
64-bit 8-Core Xeon processor and 128 GB memory. We use
the cvxpy [1] modeling language with the ECOS solver [11]
to solve the LPs. Our evaluation compares the following
schemes:
• Baseline: Traditional approach of applying segment routing studied in Sec. IV of [5]. Specifically, the TE problem
assumes that every node is a candidate of middlepoint,
and exactly one middlepoint is used for each flow. Only
shortest paths are used for segment routing.
• Random: Our approach where a total of K middlepoints are randomly selected and used in TE problems
T EM F and T ELU .
• Shortest-path centrality (SP): Our approach where middlepoints are selected using shortest-path centrality as
explained in §VI for TE.
• Group shortest-path centrality (GSP): Our approach
where middlepoints are selected using group shortest-path
centrality.
• Degree centrality (Degree): Our approach where middlepoints are selected using degree centrality.
B. Microscopic Performance
First we aim to understand the microscopic performance of
our centrality based approach. There are two key parameters
affecting our approach in general: the number of middlepoints
per flow M , and the total number of available middlepoints for
all flows K. Their effects need to be thoroughly understood
before we compare our approach to existing methods.
Number of middlepoints per flow M : We begin by trying
to answer how many middlepoints should be used for each
flow. Note that there is an inherent tradeoff: more middlepoints
per flow leads to more flexibility in constructing the paths
and balancing the traffic, and thus better performance. On the
other hand it also means more overhead in terms of higher
complexity of the TE algorithms.

To demonstrate this tradeoff, we use T ELU and compute the maximum link utilization with our centrality based
middlepoint selection when the number of middlepoints per
flow M is equal to 1 or 2. We use the synth100 network
with 100 nodes. We choose 1000 flows for the topology
randomly for ten times and report the average. We apply
GSP to select the middlepoints, and vary the total number
of available middlepoints K from 2 to 6. For a given K, the
flows are identical for different values of M . Note we also
experiment with T EM F and the 161-node network; the results
are qualitatively similar and omitted here for space.
50

30
20
10
0

600

M=1
M=2

40

500

LP time (s)

We use two network topologies from the dataset provided
by DEFO (Declarative and Expressive Forwarding Optimizer)
[2] which is used in [28]. One is a synthetic network with
100 nodes (synth100 in the dataset), and the other is a real
network with 161 nodes (rf3257 in the dataset). Table II
provides more details about the networks. The DEFO dataset
also contains information of commodity flows (simply referred
to as flows hereafter) for these topologies. For the real 161node topology the flows are provided by the ISP [28]. For the
synthetic topology the demand matrices are computed using
the approach in [45]. As explained in [28], this approach uses
a gravity model fed with i.i.d. exponential random variables.
It produces realistic demand matrices as shown in [28], [45].

Max link utilization (%)

A. Methodology

9

M=1
M=2

400
300
200
100

2

3

4

5

Number of middlepoints (K)

6

02

3

4

5

number of middlepoints (K)

6

Fig. 3. Maximum link utilization Fig. 4. LP solving time of T ELU on
of the 100-node network with 1000 the 100-node network with 1000
flows and varying M .
flows and varying M .

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 depict the results. We find that interestingly, the maximum link utilizations for M = 1 and M = 2
are quite similar. Yet the time of solving the TE with M = 2
is much higher than M = 1 as shown in Fig. 4 (a difference
of almost 20x) when K = 6). Given that the middlepoints
are central, there is indeed a low probability that a bottleneck
link exists between two middlepoints. Hence, maximum link
utilization is largely determined by the bottleneck links between either the source and the middlepoint, or between the
middlepoint and the destination. Therefore we conclude that
1 middlepoint per flow is good enough for performance, and
use that throughout the remainder of the experiments.
Number of total middlepoints K: We next run experiments
to verify that just a few central middlepoints are sufficient to
achieve satisfactory TE performance. We vary the total number
of middlepoints K from 1 to 6 for T ELU and from 1 to
8 for T EM F . The middlepoints are selected using Random,
SP, GSP, and Degree as explained in §VII-A. We use both
the 100-node and 161-node networks, and randomly choose
1000 flows and 2000 flows respectively for 10 runs. We report
the average and standard deviation results. Since Random is
non-deterministic, we randomly select 5 sets of middlepoints
for each of the 10 flow sets, resulting in 50 runs in total
for Random. For T EM F , in order to make the results more
readable, we scale the traffic volumes by 10 times for 100-node
topology and 40 times for 161-node topology, respectively.
We depict the results in Fig. 5–Fig. 8. As expected, more
available middlepoints improve TE performance. For T ELU ,
when there is only one available middlepoint for the network,
every flow has to be routed through it, which severely limits
the path choice and the maximum link utilization is way
above 1 for Random and over 1 for the other schemes. With
two middlepoints the maximum link utilization is dramatically
reduced by over 50% for most schemes as seen in Fig. 5 and
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Fig. 5. 100-node network with 1000 Fig. 6. 161-node network with 2000
flows of T ELU .
flows of T ELU .
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Fig. 7. 100-node network with 1000 Fig. 8. 161-node network with 2000
flows of T EM F .
flows of T EM F .

Another important observation is that the TE performance
exhibits diminishing marginal gains as K increases. For
T ELU , when more than 4 middlepoints are used, very limited
gains are observed (<10%) in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. For T EM F ,
beyond 7 middlepoints there is little demand satisfaction
improvement especially for GSP in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. On
the other hand the runtime of the TE algorithms increases
dramatically due to the growing size of the LP problems.
Take the 161-node network for instance. The LP time for
T ELU increases by ∼50% when K increases from 4 to 6 as
shown in Table III, and from 6 to 8 for T EM F as in Table IV.
K
Scheme
Random
SP
Degree
GSP

2

3

4

5

6

11.25
9.79
8.92
9.75

24.21
19.56
17.83
19.54

36.50
29.35
28.49
29.30

51.29
38.31
42.98
39.64

66.00
46.27
55.45
54.85

81.48
54.25
64.96
70.81

K

103

Baseline
Random

SP
Degree

GSP

30

102

25
20
15

Baseline
Random

SP
Degree

GSP

101

10
5
0
200
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300

Number of flows

350

100200

400
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300

Number of flows

350
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Fig. 10. LP time of T ELU with difFig. 9. Performance of T ELU with ferent centralities and Baseline.
Note
different centralities and Baseline.
the log scale of the y-axis.
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30500

1
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Fig. 11. Performance of T EM F be- Fig. 12. LP time of T EM F between different centralities and Base- tween different centralities and Baseline. Note the log scale of the y-axis.
line.

TABLE III
AVERAGE LP TIME ( SECONDS ) OF 161- NODE NETWORK WITH 2000
FLOWS OF T ELU .

Scheme
Random
SP
Degree
GSP

C. Comparison with Baseline
Our motivation of using centrality based middlepoint selection is to reduce the high complexity of existing approaches,
which takes all nodes in the network as middlepoints [5]
as discussed in §I. We now compare our approach against
Baseline to validate its effectiveness in this regard. The experiments here are performed on the 100-node topology for
both TE formulations. The maximum link utilization and LP
time of T ELU are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, respectively.
The demand satisfaction ratio and corresponding LP time are
depicted in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, respectively, for T EM F . We
scale the demands of flows by a factor of 2 for T ELU and a
factor of 40 for T EM F .

LP time (s)

1.5

Max link utilization (%)

Max link utilization

2.0

2.0

Demand satisfaction (%)

Random
SP
Degree
GSP

Max link utilization

2.5

use these settings in the rest of the experiments. This confirms
the intuition behind our centrality based approach, namely, that
it suffices to just use a small fraction of nodes as middlepoints
(2.48%–7% of nodes) to achieve satisfactory performance.

LP time (s)

Fig 6. The same can be observed for T EM F in Fig. 7 and
Fig. 8. The demand satisfaction ratio is improved by around
a factor of 2 when K increases to 2.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

12.10
10.63
9.92
10.42

23.87
19.49
17.68
20.00

32.78
26.46
26.25
26.83

45.91
35.66
41.21
38.35

60.04
43.36
52.52
52.79

76.43
53.80
60.47
67.49

100.02
72.30
78.97
81.44

110.00
82.26
86.62
91.88

TABLE IV
AVERAGE LP TIME ( SECONDS ) OF 161- NODE NETWORK WITH 2000
FLOWS OF T EM F .

Based on the above results, we conclude that 4 middlepoints
for T ELU and 7 middlepoints for T EM F are the sweetspots
of the tradeoff between performance and complexity. We thus

Notice that with Baseline, the TE problems have much more
variables and constraints due to the large number of middlepoints. As a result, our machines can only solve T ELU with
∼400 flows, and T EM F with ∼1500 flows. For problems
beyond these scales the solver reports error messages. Recall
that with centrality based middlepoint selection the solver can
easily handle problems with 3000 flows even for the bigger
161-node topology as we will show in §VII-D. In addition,
solving T EM F with Baseline and 1500 flows takes more than
three hours, far exceeding the time scale (5–10 min) at which
TE is performed in practice [28], [30], [31]. Thus we only run
Baseline with up to 700 flows for T EM F to make sure the
LP time is less than 1000 seconds.
As shown in Fig. 9, the maximum link utilization of our
approach is about 4–5 times that of Baseline, whereas the LP
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time of Baseline is at least 40 times worse than any centrality
based approach shown in Fig. 10. For T EM F , the demand
satisfaction ratio of Baseline is about 1.5 times of ours in
Fig. 11 but the LP time is about 60 times higher than ours as
in Fig. 12.
Indeed we observe that our centrality based approach sacrifices performance in order to reduce the complexity of
TE. We argue that this is a sensible tradeoff to make in
most cases, especially for data center backbone WANs that
use T EM F with very short time periods of 5–10 min [28],
[30], [31]. Centrality based approach can support much larger
topologies and much more flows with orders of magnitude
smaller runtime. One can also increase K to obtain better
performance if necessary.
D. Comparison of Various Centralities
We now wish to understand the relative performance of
various centralities in realistic settings. We use both the 100node and 161-node topologies with M = 1. Total number of
middlepoints K is set to 4 for T ELU and 7 for T EM F based
on our previous experiments. We vary the number of flows
and for a given number of flows randomly draw flows 15
times from the traces. For Random we perform 5 independent
random selections of middlepoints for a given set of flows,
resulting in 75 runs in total. For each run we compute the
respective performance metrics and report the average and
standard deviation. In order to make the results more readable
we scale the demands by 10 for 100-node topology and 40 for
161-node topology, respectively for T EM F .
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Fig. 13. Performance of T ELU on Fig. 14. Performance of T ELU on
the 100-node network with various the 161-node network with various
centralities. M =1 and K=4.
centralities. M =1 and K=4.

perform the best under all settings in Fig. 13. In contrast, for
the 161-node topology in Fig. 14 GSP and Degree perform
the best. When considering T EM F , Fig. 15 shows that GSP
and Degree perform better in the 100-node topology, while
in the 161-node topology GSP performs best in Fig. 16.
Thus, middlepoints chosen by group shortest path centrality
consistently outperform those selected by other centralities in
terms of TE performance.
The main advantage of GSP is that it selects a set of
middlepoints whose combined power is strong. In particular,
SP may select nodes that are individually strong but cover the
same set of shortest paths; thus, when combined together these
nodes result in poor performance since they share the same
shortest paths and are unable to spread out the traffic. This
is the reason why GSP performs consistently well, while the
performance of SP can fluctuate from very strong as in Fig. 13
to very poor and even worse than Random as in Fig. 14.
Second, Random performs the worst in Fig. 13, Fig. 15,
and Fig. 16, and it also performs badly in the 161-node
network in Fig. 14. This confirms our premise that centrality
based middlepoint selection generally outperforms a naive
random selection scheme. Indeed, Random does not utilize any
topological information from the network. Further, Random
fluctuates wildly, which makes it ill-fitted for practical use.
As seen from the figures, Random has the largest standard
deviations among all.
Third, we observe that the performance of SP can be worse
than Random sometimes in Fig. 14. Indeed, SP just greedily
selects the top-K shortest-path central nodes, even though in
reality these nodes may share several shortest paths. Random,
on the other hand, can do better than SP in certain settings
since it has a lower probability of choosing overlapping
shortest paths.
Another aspect of performance is the runtime of the TE
LPs. Table V and Table VI show the average runtimes for
T ELU and T EM F respectively. Random consistently has
the worst results. SP takes the least time but the difference
between SP, GSP, and Degree is little. All of the schemes
can finish within 100 seconds even with 2000 flows, which
demonstrates that centrality based segment routing can be
practically used in large-scale networks.
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37.54
28.16
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TABLE V
AVERAGE LP TIME ( SECONDS ) OF 161- NODE NETWORK WITH T ELU .
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Fig. 15. Performance of T EM F on Fig. 16. Performance of T EM F on
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centralities. M =1 and K=7.

Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 depict the results for T ELU , and Fig. 15
and Fig. 16 for T EM F . We can make several interesting
observations. First, for the 100-node network SP and GSP
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176.62
122.04
129.58
140.17

TABLE VI
AVERAGE LP TIME ( SECONDS ) OF 161- NODE NETWORK WITH T EM F .
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The reason that Random has the longest runtime is that
it selects nodes that are not central with possibly many
distinct paths and links. This leads to more active optimization
variables and constraints for the same LP, thus longer runtime.
By the same token, the reason that SP has the lowest runtime
is that it selects top-K central nodes with many overlapping
shortest paths. This results in fewer active links being used
for routing, and thus fewer active optimization variables and
constraints in the LP.
To summarize, based on the above experimental results and
analysis, we find that GSP consistently delivers the best TE
performance with the least LP time among all centralities we
considered.
E. Comparison of Weighted Centralities
The centralities we have studied so far only considered the
connectivity of the network topology. As discuss in §VI, it is
also possible to take into account the link capacity information
by adding weights to links and using weighted versions of
centralities.
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Fig. 17. 100-node network when Fig. 18. 161-node network when
M =1 and K=4 based on weighted M =1 and K=4 based on weighted
centrality for T ELU .
centrality for T ELU .
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VIII. R ELATED W ORK
We now review related work on segment routing other than
those discussed already in §II. Segment routing is a relatively
new concept with limited prior work. Aubry et al. [4] propose
to use segment routing for continuous monitoring of the data
plane of the network with a single box. Segment routing is
used to force probe packets to traverse specific paths. Giorgetti
et al. [26] propose algorithms for segment routing label stack
computation that guarantee minimum label stack depth.
TE has been extensively studied in carrier networks [13],
[22], [28], [29], [32], [47], and has also attracted much
attention recently in data center backbone WANs [25], [30],
[31], [37] with software defined networking [16]. End-to-end
paths are usually used while we study segment routing here
in TE.
Finally, we note that graph centralities have been applied
to routing in some specific SDN problems, such as in service
chain embedding [39] and incremental SDN deployment [36],
[38]. In a service chain [39], traffic needs to be steered through
a set of waypoints, with the goal of admitting a maximum
number of routes. In the context of hybrid and incremental
SDN deployment [36], a set of middleboxes need to be deployed in order to serve a maximal number of flows, respecting
flow rule constraints. Solutions to these problems are based
on degree centralities, and there exist greedy approximation
algorithms exploiting submodularity as well [38]. Contrary to
these works, our paper focuses on the theoretical fundamentals
of TE using segment routing and on graph-theoretic practical
middlepoint selection.
IX. C ONCLUSION
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Demand satisfaction (%)

100

most effective and robust middlepoint selection method in all
settings.
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Fig. 19. 100-node network when Fig. 20. 161-node network when
M =1 and K=7 based on weighted M =1 and K=7 based on weighted
centrality for T EM F .
centrality for T EM F .

We also carry out experiments to compare the performance
of weighted SP, weighted degree, and weighted GSP centralities against GSP, the best centrality without using weights
for middlepoint selection. Weighted here means that the three
centrality based approaches are weighted by the capacity
of each edge. Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 show the performance
comparison with T ELU , while Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 show
the comparison with T EM F . For the 161-node topology, we
observe that GSP and weighted GSP are always the best.
In the 100-node topology, GSP is sometimes worse than
weighted Degree and weighted GSP although the differences
are very small. Therefore, GSP without weights is still the

We have conducted the first systematic study of traffic
engineering with segment routing in SDN based WANs. We
showed that TE for the general segment routing is NP-hard,
while segment routing with shortest paths is polynomial when
the number of middlepoints per logical path is fixed and not
part of the input. We also studied practical TE with shortest
path based segment routing, and proposed to select just a few
important nodes for all network traffic using graph theoretic
centrality concepts. Our performance evaluation demonstrated
that just a small percentage of powerful nodes can achieve
good results at very low time complexities.
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A PPENDIX A
F LOW CENTRALITIES

Furthermore, we call the maximum group flow that uses at
most N nodes as the N -group maximum flow.

A. Preliminaries
The original flow centrality by Freeman et al. [23] defines
the flow centrality of a node w ∈ V in a flow network G =
(V, E, c) as:
w
X
νmax
(s, t)
γ(w) =
,
(21)
νmax (s, t)
s,t∈V |s6=v6=t

where νmax (s, t) the maximum flow in the single-commodity
w
flow network with commodity s-t, and νmax
(s, t) the maximum flow through node w in the single-commodity flow
network with commodity s-t. Thus, the flow centrality of node
w represents the percentage of the maximum flow that can go
through w for a demand chosen uniformly at random.
For multi-commodity networks with L commodities as
described in Section III-A, we can provide an alternative
definition of flow centrality as follows:
γ
e(w) =

w
(s, t)
νmax
,
νmax (s, t)
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(22)

which denotes the percentage of the maximum multiw
(s, t) that can go through node w to
commodity flow νmax
the maximum multi-commodity flow.
The basic difference in the two definitions is that the former
considers equiprobably all possible source-destination pairs,
while the latter focuses on the actual commodities in the flow
network. Thus, the former is based on the single-commodity
formulation, and the latter on the multi-commodity one.
B. Hardness of Flow Centralities
Corollary 4. Given a flow network G = (V, E, c) and a node
w ∈ V , it is NP-hard to compute flow centrality γ(w) as in
Equation (21). Furthermore, it is NP-hard to compute the flow
centrality γ
e(w) of Equation (22).
Proof. The first statement is straightforward, since it uses
w
νmax
(s, t) which is NP-hard by Proposition 1. For the second
statement, note that γ
e(w) is a fraction of two terms. The
denominator is the maximum multi-commodity flow νmax
which can be computed in strongly polynomial time [46].
If γ
e(w) could also be computed in polynomial time, then
w
we could simply compute νmax
in polynomial time as the
product of γ
e(w) and νmax , which is a contradiction since by
w
Proposition 1, it is NP-hard to compute νmax
.
C. Group flow centrality
In this section, we introduce the concept of multicommodity group flow centrality, which can be seen as
generalization of the flow centrality γ
e that we defined in
Equation (22).
Definition 3. The group multi-commodity maximum flow GF :
2V → R≥0 in a multi-commodity flow network is a function
which, for any group of nodes C ⊆ V of nodes, returns the
maximum multi-commodity flow GF(C) that can go through
any node in C.

The group flow centrality for directed graphs is obviously
NP-hard as a generalization of the γ
e flow centrality which
is also NP-hard by Proposition 1. It is however possible to
show NP-hardness by reduction from the maximum coverage
problem, even for just one commodity. This is very important
to also acquire approximability, as we discuss later.
Proposition 4. The N -group maximum single-commodity flow
is NP-hard.
Proof. We prove NP-hardness by reduction from the maximum coverage problem (MCP) [41], which is well-known
to be NP-hard. In particular, assume a set S of m items
I = i1 , . . . , im and n sets S1 , . . . , Sn containing elements
in I. Given a positive integer N ≤ n, the MCP tries to select
N sets among S1 , . . . , Sn such that the maximum number
of elements are covered, i.e. the union of the selected sets
has maximal size. We can reduce the MCP to the N -group
maximum multi-commodity flow by constructing a directed
graph G = (V, E) as follows. V contains two dedicated nodes
s and t, one node uj for each item ij that appears in I, and
one node vk for each set Sk . We then add one edge (s, uj )
from s to every node uj , one edge (vk , t) from each node vk
to t, and finally an edge (uj , vk ), if and only if set Sk contains
item ij . We consider that each edge of the form (s, uj ) has
a capacity of 1, while all other edges have infinite capacity.
Finally, the demand has an upper bound of m.
We now prove that the maximum coverage problem has a
value equal to Cmax , if and only if the N -group maximum
flow has a value of Cmax . Assume first that the MCP has a
value of Cmax . We can then construct a corresponding flow
in G in the following manner. First, we send one unit of flow
from s to node uj if and only if item ij is covered. Let V1 ⊆ V
be the subset of nodes uj where a unit of flow was sent from
s. For each uj ∈ U we subsequently send one unit of flow
to exactly one of the nodes vk that uj connects to, chosen
uniformly at random. Let V2 ⊆ V be the subset of nodes vk
which receive flow from any node in V1 . We complete the
construction by sending l units of flow from every vk ∈ V2 to
t, where l is the number of nodes in V1 that send a unit of flow
to vk . Now, the constructed flow is valid since it is easy to
verify that it respects all capacity and conservation constraints.
Based on that flow, we can also form a N -group flow. Indeed,
by definition the MCP contains at most N sets Si , so there
can be at most N nodes of the form vk participating in the
flow. Since the entire flow has to pass through these nodes, we
can then claim that the above flow is a N -group flow passing
through (at most) N nodes of the form vk . So, the N -group
flow is at least Cmax .
Furthermore, we can argue that that the N -group maximum
flow cannot be greater than Cmax . Indeed, if that were not
the case, then that would imply that there is another group of
N nodes that can accept an even larger flow. Without loss of
generality, we may assume that these nodes belong to V only,
since we can trivially replace any node in U by any node in V
that it connects to and achieve a flow that is at least as large
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the original one. The key observation is that the group flow
of N nodes in V has a value C, if and only if the coverage
of the respective sets has a size of C. So, if there existed a
group maximum flow with a greater value than Cmax , then
that would imply the existence of a maximum coverage of a
value greater than Cmax , which is a contradiction.
The reverse direction can be proven similarly.
The previous result immediately implies that the N -group
multi-commodity flow is also NP-hard. It is interesting that
the proof of Proposition 4 does not rely at all on the theory
that we developed to show that the individual flow centrality
is NP-hard in Proposition 1. It is well-known that the MCP
cannot achieve a better approximation ratio than O(1 − 1e ),
unless P=NP. We show below that this is also the case for the
group multi-commodity flow by using results from submodular
function maximization [17], [41].
Definition 4. Consider a finite set of elements U and a
function g : 2U → R≥0 . We call g monotone if adding
an element to a set S ∈ 2U cannot cause the function to
decrease, i.e., g(S ∪ {v}) ≥ g(S) for all v ∈ U and S ∈ 2U .
Furthermore, we call g submodular if the marginal gain from
adding an element to a set S is at least as high as the marginal
gain from adding the same element to a superset of S, i.e.,
g(S ∪ {v}) − g(S) ≥ g(T ∪ {v}) − g(T ) for all v ∈ U and
pairs of set S ⊆ T .
Lemma 6. The function GF : 2V −{s,t} → R≥0 is (1)
monotone, and (2) submodular.
Proof. For monotonicity, note that adding a node can never
decrease the maximum group flow, since an additional node
can never decrease the number of available paths to route the
flow; in particular, adding a node v 6= s, t to a set S can
either increase the number of available paths to route the flow,
or leave the number of paths unchanged, if all paths that go
through v already go through nodes in S.
It is also simple to prove submodularity by noticing that
the augmenting s-w-t algorithm can pick the augmenting paths
arbitrarily. For T ∪{v}, we can then first saturate paths through
S, then through T − S, and finally through v. For S ∪ {v}, we
can then first saturate paths through S, and finally through v.
Since paths through T − S may overlap with paths through v,
it is straightforward that the marginal gain from adding v in
the former case can never exceed the marginal gain from the
latter.
Proposition 5. Consider the greedy algorithm that each time
picks the node in V − {s, t} that maximizes the marginal
utility to add to the group set. Let S ∗ be the subset of
size k of V − {s, t} that maximizes the group GF. Then
the set S g that the greedy selects satisfies the property that
GF(S g ) ≥ (1 − 1e ) · GF(S ∗ ), i.e., S ∗ provides a (1 − 1e )approximation. Furthermore, unless P=NP, no polynomial
algorithm can achieve a (1 − 1e + o(1))- approximation ratio.
Proof. GF is a non-negative monotone submodular function.
The approximation ratio for the greedy algorithm then follows
directly from submodular function maximization [41]. The
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impossibility result on the approximation ratio follows from
[17].

However, note that applying the greedy algorithm by Nemhauser et al. [41] to approximate the maximal group flow is
NP-hard, since even computing the maximum s-w-t node is
NP-hard by Proposition 4. So, the greedy algorithm will also
be NP-hard.
For the undirected group flow centrality, we can get a similar
result as in Proposition 5. The main difference is that in the
undirected case a s-w-t path consists of undirected rather than
directed edges. In terms of computational complexity, note
that now each step of the greedy algorithm runs in (weakly)
polynomial time (see Appendix B), so the time complexity for
the greedy algorithm will be (weakly) polynomial, as opposed
to the directed case where it is NP-hard. In fact, a strongly
polynomial algorithm may also be possible, in a similar spirit
to the results in [46].

A PPENDIX B
T HE UNDIRECTED CASE
We demonstrate a very interesting dichotomy between the
cases of a directed and undirected graph. In particular, we
show that the maximum multi-commodity s-w-t flow in a
undirected graph can be computed in polynomial time. Note
that the main difference between the directed and the undirected flow is that the directed assumes separate capacities
for each direction (u, v) and (v, u) whereas the undirected
assumes a single capacity for the undirected edge e which can
be arbitrarily allocated in both directions, which upper bounds
the total flow that we can send in both directions (but not in
any individual direction).
w
Proposition 6. The maximum multi-commodity flow νmax
in
any undirected graph G = (V, E), w ∈ V , can be computed
exactly in (weakly) polynomial time.

Proof. Assume a multi-commodity undirected graph G =
(V, E) with L commodities of the form (si , ti ). For simplicity,
we assume infinite maximum demands Di so that the demand
constraint becomes redundant. We construct a directed graph
G0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) from G as follows. We first replace each undirected edge (u, v) ∈ E by two directed edges (u, v) and (v, u)
edges. The capacities on the two directed edges are equal to the
original capacity c(e) of the undirected edge. We next introduce L new nodes z1 , . . . , zL (one for each commodity), and
for each zi we add the two directed edges (si , zi ) and (ti , zi ).
Finally, we introduce a node z and L directed edges (zi , z)
from each zi to z. Thus, we have that V 0 = V ∪{z1 , . . . , zL , z}
and E 0 = EG ∪ (∪i {(si , zi ), (ti , zi ), (zi , z)}), where EG are
the edges that we got by replacing each undirected edge in E
by two directed edges. The capacities of the newly constructed
edges of the form (si , zi ), (ti , zi ), (zi , z) are infinite.
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Next, we claim that the maximum flow in G can be computed by considering the following arc-based linear program:
L X
X

maximize V =

fi (e)

i=1 e∈w+

subject to

L
X

fi (e) ≤ c(e), ∀e ∈ E 0

(23)

i=1

X
e∈u+

fi (e) =

X

fi (e), ∀i, ∀u ∈ V 0 , w 6= u 6= z

e∈u−

(24)
fi (u, v) + fi (v, u) ≤ c(e), ∀i, ∀e = (u, v) ∈ E
(25)
fi (e) ≥ 0, ∀e ∈ E 0 , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , L}

(26)

fj (si , zi ) = 0, ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , L} with i 6= j (27)
fi (si , zi ) = fi (ti , zi ), ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , L}

(28)

The above LP computes the maximum flow from w to z,
where the total flow is composed of L separate sub-flows, one
for each commodity. The sub-flow for commodity i can be sent
from w to zi through either si or ti . Constraints (23), (24), (26)
are the link capacity, node conservation and positive flow
constraints, respectively. Constraint (25) is necessary to make
sure that the sum of flow units in each of the two directed
edges does not exceed the capacity of the original undirected
edge. Constraint (27) implies that node zi can only receive
flow from commodity i. Constraint (28) is especially important
because it ensures that the sub-flow for commodity i sent
through si is the same as the one sent through ti .
Now, we establish the equivalence between the original
w
≤ V ∗,
problem and the above LP by showing that (i) 2 · νmax
∗
w
and (ii) V ≤ 2·νmax . We start with (i). Assume any maximum
w
flow through w with value νmax
in G. We first construct the
0
corresponding flow in G . We note that the flow in G consists
of L sub-flows, one for each commodity i, that send flow from
si to ti through si -w-ti paths. The idea is then to reverse the
direction of each sub-flow in the part from si to wi , so that
it now sends to the opposite direction. We then send ν(fi )
units of flow from si to zi , ν(fi ) units of flow from ti to zi ,
and 2 · ν(fi ) units of flow from zi to z. Note that that is a
valid flow since it respects all constraints in the LP, and it has
w
a value 2 · (ν(f1 ) + · · · + ν(fL )) = 2 · νmax
. But then the
w
maximum flow will be at least as large, hence 2 · νmax
≤ V ∗.
For the reverse direction (ii), assume a maximum flow in
G0 . Then for each commodity i half units are sent from w to
si and half from w to ti (and subsequently zi and z) due to
constraint (28). Again, the idea is to reverse the flow fi in
all paths from w to si . For each edge of G we then send on
each direction as many units of flow as we send in G0 (after
reversing the direction from w to si ). The key is that in graph
G0 the same amount of flow is sent from w to si and w to
ti , which implies that the constructed flow in G will respect
all capacity and conservation constraints, including for node
w. The value of the flow in G is half that in G0 , thus for the
w
maximum flow on G we will trivially have that V ∗ ≤ 2·νmax
.
Since the constraints of the LP have a size that is polynomial
in V and E, and LP runs has a (weakly) polynomial complex-
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ity in terms of the LP size [33], [34], we immediately deduce
that computing the maximum s-w-t flow in an undirected
graph G = (V, E) can be solved in (weakly) polynomial time,
which concludes the proof.

